
UPD Training Submission Form (LIVE)

Training Title Training Description Objective of Training
Does this training
align with DEI
practices?

64

CSUF PD General Order 5-
6:Robbery/Burglary Alarm
Response

Review and discuss CSUF PD General Order 5-6:Robbery/Burglary
Alarm Response

To provide guidelines for armed robbery and burglary response at
Titan Student Union (TSU) and University Hall Cashiers (UHC),
Titan Bookstore (TB) or Schools First Credit Union (SFCU); and panic
alarm response to the Visitor’s Information Center (VIC) or Golleher
Alumni House (GAH)

No

65 Axon TASER Drone: Assist
in stopping mass shootings

Review and discuss the article on Axon announcing a TASER drone
to help stop mass shootings.

Educate on different options during a mass shooting event through the use of new technology
and updated equipment.

No

66 Portland Police Use Media
Relations for Recruitment

Portland Police uses social media to recruit. Alternative methods for training Yes

67
Police from across the US
discuss the 'perfect storm' of
issues facing cities over the
past two years

Review and discuss the article:
Police from across US discuss 'perfect storm' of issues facing cities
over the past two years
https://www.foxnews.com/us/police-perfect-storm-major-cities

Stay updated on current law enforcement issues and collectively develop ways to improve on
community relations

Yes

68 Felony Traffic Stop Officers conducted 960X training in PS2 w/CSO participation The objective of the training is to conduct stress inoculation training in high-stress situations
so officers can operate more effectively under high stress.

No

69
California Sheriff’s Office
using VirTra simulator for
Active Shooter Training

Review and discuss article/video clip:
https://www.police1.com/police-products/virtual-reality-training-
products/articles/calif-sheriffs-office-using-virtra-simulator-for-active-
shooter-training-SDhpmGce8dYsJpA6/

Stay current on new technology available to assist with training and preparing for critical
incidents such as an Active Shooter.

No

70 10 Ways to Avoid Being
Tracked Down at Home

Information omitted for officer safety Information omitted for officer safety No

71
Police Use of Force:
Managing Risk and
Mitigating Harm

Discussed controlling emotions during Use of Force encounters and
the effect of adrenaline during and after physical confrontations.
Difficulties in determining the end of resistance when multiple officers
are involved. The necessity to maintain skill level.

To control combative subjects quickly minimizing the risk of injury to officers and suspects. No

72
Seattle Police Stopped
Investigating New Sexual
Assault Cases this Year

The training article outlined the fact that due to staffing issues, sexual
assault cases are not being investigated and sexual registrants are
out of compliance due to lack of oversite.

To highlight the shortage of officers, not only in Seattle but everywhere around the country. Yes

73 Arming Teachers with Guns Pros and cons of arming teachers in schools. Discussed the possibility of arming teachers to discourage and end active shooter incidents. No

74

Big big driver stabs officer
on traffic stop

The training was to discuss the importance of always putting the
suspect at a disadvantage and for officers to always have the will to
survive. The video showed a big rig driver receiving a citation while
being allowed to sit inside the cab of his truck. Unexpectedly, he
jumped down from the cab, grabbed a screwdriver he had in the door
of his truck, and stabbed the officer several times in the neck.

Demonstrated the necessity to put suspects at a disadvantage, the importance of an officer's
will to survive, and to always remain aware.

Yes

75 The Talk Continues Provost
Thomas

 How to Be Anti-Racist Make people aware of racism and how to counteract it. Yes

76 The Talk Continues Carolyn Thomas is featured in the video series “The Talk Continues”
and shared her very personal experience with racism.

The training discusses one person's personal experience with racism and how she wants to
create a world of "anti-racism."

Yes

77
Use of Technology Discussion on upcoming technologies from Axon related to drones,

mental health, and VR training.
To provide those in attendance with an awareness of upcoming advancements in technology
as reviewed in the recent Axon conference attended. We specifically discussed the use of
tech in responding to individuals in a mental health crisis or those who may be disabled.

Yes

78 Tittle IX Reporting and Documenting Title IX Reporting and documenting Title IX per the CSUF website No

79
CSUF Provost Carolyn
Thomas video series “The
Talk Continues”

Viewed and discussed CSUF Provost Carolyn Thomas's video series
“The Talk Continues”

Collaborate on "A Journey Toward Anti-Racism” to expand knowledge and understanding of
anti-racism through the lens of their multiple identities.

Yes

80

CSUF PD General Order 1-
3: Code of Ethics and
Manual of Rules

Reviewed CSUF PD General Order 1-3: Code of Ethics and Manual
of Rules

To establish rules and regulations for all police department employees that
address professional conduct and responsibilities. Adopt a Code of
Ethics as a general standard of conduct for all police officers and a Code of
Ethics as a general standard of conduct for all department personnel. All
personnel will abide by this Code of Ethics.

Yes
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81 Federal Executive Order
Regarding Police Reform

Review and discuss Federal Executive Order Regarding Police
Reform

Stay current and up to date on legislative issues/reforms affecting law enforcement Yes

82 Training Your Brain For
Optimum Performance

The use of cognitive drills to train your brain to make decisions at a
quick pace.

Using a series of drills to teach the brain to think and act. The idea is to make the correct
decision quickly.

No

83
Time to Think: The smartest
cop isn't the one with the
quickest decision

Watch Lexipol tip of the day training video on "Time to think: The
smartest cop isn't the one with the quickest decision" and discussed.

Encourage officers to think before they react to a situation if a split-second decision is not
required.

Yes

84
Diversion Programs The new Diversion program in North Carolina is aimed to help 18-24-

year-olds who have been arrested on their first offense for a non-
violent low-offense crime. They have had success in 92% of those
involved in the program have not re-offended.

The purpose of the training is to show sometimes making an arrest may not be the only
option.  It is important to know that warnings and using other means to help people that may
have committed a low level crime or infraction can still have a big impact in helping prevent
future crimes.

Yes

85
Police One Article, “5
Stresses Cops Deal with
that Non-Cops Should Know
About”

Police One Article, “5 Stresses Cops Deal with that Non-Cops Should
Know About”

The training was on issues that face officers such as daily preparation for battle and the
possibility of not coming home, being prepared "off-duty" for any issues, the toll it takes on
officers going from one high stressed call to another, the "higher standards" was held to both
on and off duty and the mental and physical toll the job takes over time.

Yes

86
Off-Duty Response How to respond off duty to an active crime being observed Reminder to officers that when off duty, if we identify ourselves we become on duty at that

moment. Officer safety training to remind officers that off duty we do not have our normal
equipment, radios, and vests when dealing with a possible suspect.  Sometimes when off
duty, the best way to help with a crime in progress is to be a good witness.

No

87
Suspect Calls 911
Dispatcher to Call off
Pursuit; citing New Law

A homeless man called 911 to state Seattle PD officers are not
supposed to be pursuing him unless he is suspected of DUI or
probable cause that a felony has been committed.

The objective of the training was to show how backwards we are as a country now and the
criminals feel they have more power than the police.

No

88
Health and Wellness Focusing on how mindset and mental toughness play a huge role in

LE today.
Knowing the role of a police officer in today's society can be trying due to the current climate,
in addition to most law enforcement agencies being short-staffed. It's important to focus your
attention and energy on your sphere of control – the more you’re able to do that, the more
mentally tough and strong you’ll be during these difficult times.”

No

89 Why cops should talk less
and listen more

2-minute video on how officers should actively listen rather than
interrupt.

The objective of the training is to discuss how we can improve our investigation skills, report
writing, and overall performance of the job by becoming great listeners.

Yes

90
Case Law Explained: Can a
passenger leave a vehicle
stop?

Passengers in Vehicle Stops: Brendlin v CA

https://youtu.be/AdWxIhGDYjE

Street cop training podcast about case Brendlin v CA: All passengers in a vehicle on a traffic
stop are detained and are not free to leave.

No

91 Physical Fitness in Law
Enforcement

Importance of physical fitness in everyday law enforcement
operations to reduce injury and improve cardiovascular health.

A video was shown of a physical altercation. No

92 Video Surveillance Requests Sgt. Brown discussed the portal for video surveillance requests. -Assist Investigations with uploading surveillance related to a specific case.
-Allows the footage to be retained and not deleted because of time restraints.

No

93
S.T.E.A.R.R.D. Strategic Traffic Enforcement Against Racing and Reckless Driving.

Discussed different CVC for street racing and street takeovers. Multi-
Agency assist with large street takeovers.

To target street takeovers No

94
Warrantless
Searches/Situational
Awareness During Traffic
Stops

Exceptions to warrantless searches, case laws. Situational
Awareness training (Naperville traffic stop shooting)

Watched a video that showed a traffic stop where a suspect came from the opposite direction
with an ax. It's important to remain aware of your surroundings and not let your guard down.

No

95
Dealing with Suicidal
Subjects

Review the risks involved with responding to suicidal subjects. Examples were shown on how to communicate with suicidal subjects and skills to de-
escalate. Examples of how to control a scene should a subject decide to take action which
would require an officer to defend themselves.

No

96
Video Surveillance Requests
and LAPD Officers Pelted
with Bottles when
responding to Fireworks

Training on a new way to request video footage.

Officer safety when assisting outside agencies with firework calls.

Discussed a new way to request video surveillance footage for cases.

Discussed the importance of officer safety when responding to firework calls with large
crowds of people where the gathering becomes an unlawful assembly.

No

97
Why cops should talk less
and listen more

Cops need to take the time to listen to suspects and victims. Try not
to talk over them and let them communicate the way they need to.

The objective of the training is to emphasize the importance of listening when interacting with
the public. Whether they are suspects or victims, sometimes we just need to listen because
they may give us the information we need for the case.

Yes

98 Why Cops Should Talk Less
and Listen More

Gordon Graham discusses why listening is more beneficial often
times then continuously talking.

Training video on listening more to suspects than speaking. Yes
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99
Police Response to the
Uvalde Texas school
shooting

Review of the lack of action by police and possible causes. To impress upon officers the importance of the need to act to stop the killing. To show officers
the public's expectation that we act decisively to save lives by stopping the threat.

No

100

US v Forrest Reasons for the automobile exception apply to the trailer. Large trailers (semi-truck) and small trailers (RV) apply the same standard for the automobile
exception clause, meaning if officers have probable cause to believe there is contraband
inside an attached trailer, officers do not need a warrant to search the trailer pursuant to the
automobile exception. "Absolutely secure storage facilities may not be available...and the size
and inherent mobility of a vehicle make it susceptible to theft or intrusion of vandals."
Additionally, the expectation of privacy in a trailer is no greater than that of an automobile.

No

101
Legal Case Law Update Criminal history and warrant checks as a part of the "Mission" of a

traffic stop.
To refamiliarize officers with the concept of illegally prolonging detention on a traffic stop. Also
to update on new case law which reinforces the legal concept that a records check including
driver's status, criminal history, and warrant check does not unreasonably prolong the
detention of the driver/passengers during a traffic stop.

No

102
Wyoming v. Houghton, 526
US 295 (1999)

Vehicle search of passenger containers (purse) during a lawful
search of a vehicle.

SCOTUS ruling that absent exigency, the warrantless search of a passengers container
capable of holding the object of a search for which there is probable cause, is not a violation
of the Fourth Amendment to the US Constitution because it is justified under the automobile
exception as an effect of the car.

No

103
Supreme Court Ruling on
Gun Control

Discussion on Supreme Court ruling on gun control in NY, and how it
affects California.

-Discussion on Open carry "due cause" needed for California
-Effects on law enforcement and how it changes our response
-Does not change prohibited individuals from getting CCW
- Certain locations still barred carrying

No

104
Police Asking for ID When it is appropriate to request identification for passengers inside

a vehicle.
Discussion regarding when officers can order someone to ID themselves and when they
cannot. (ex. Passengers do not have to present ID when driver has been stopped for CVC
unless they're involved in a crime).

No

105 Report Writing Report writing tips Video from Police One website on tips on how to write a good police report. Video went over
the importance of documenting an incident correctly and with good information.

No

106 Vehicle Pursuits Oklahoma Highway Patrol Pursuit Case and CSUF PD General
Order 4.2: Pursuit Policy

OKHP video shows officer pursuing suspect while being fired upon and utilizing PIT maneuver
at high speeds. CSUF PD pursuit policy two units only and monitored by supervisor.

No

107 SCOTUS  Vega v. Tekoh Sworn personnel discussed how this decision would effect how we
conduct our investigations/arrests.

-Officers cannot be held civilly liable when there is a failure to mirandize a suspect.
-Evidence presented after failure to mirandize will result in possible suppression of evidence.

No

108
Tourniquet Application Officers discussed applying tourniquets. -Officers became familiar with what tourniquets fellow officers carry

-Discussed different types of bleeding
-Discussed scenarios on when to apply tourniquet

No
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